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Machine overview

• This screw feeding net scale weighing machine is suitable for 
powder material packed in open mouth bag .such as  wheat flour, 
starch powder, milk powder, maize flour..etc.

• This weighing scale  equipped with twin screw for fast and slow 
feeding , thus it can ensure the high packing accurate.

• Equipped with Germany FLINTEC load cell, SMC pneumatic 
component, Nord gear motor and Schneider electric component 
make sure that machine can resist long time usage.

    Screw filling type machine
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Drawing
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Application Scope

Applicable to medicines, fine 
chemicals, new materials and 
other industries, such as flour, 
milk powder, food additives, 

flavors and fragrances, 
pharmaceutical raw powders, 

dyes, etc.
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Working Progress

 • An empty bag manually put onto the filling spout and bag 
clamp, the filling cycle acts ;

• There is a buffer hopper above the bag clamp, the screw 
feeder will fill the material into it;

• When the weight close to the target value, the fast feeding 
will stop , meanwhile the slow feeding continues filling till it 
reached the target value , it stops , so that to keep the high 
packing accurate;

• Empty bag will be filled with already weight products which 
stored in the buffer hopper ;

• When filling complete, the operator is alerted and the bag 
was detached from the bag clamp and filling spout;

• Filled bag was transported to next position to sealing .
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.

Model DCS-50A-JL-DJ DCS-50B-JL-DJ

Filling weight 5-25KG 5-25KG

Packing speed 5-7bags/min 8-12bags/min

Power supply 380V/50Hz,3.6KW 380V/50Hz,6.9KW

Air consumption 6m³/hr 6m³/hr

Total weight 400kgs 620kgs

Overall dimensions 780*1700*2100mm 1370*1700*2400mm

Technical parameters 
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.Machine body-radia gate 
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Machine body-weighing hopper part 

Load cell on right side

Watching door help 
judge material flow 
condition

Silicon pad prevent 
steel crush

Load cell on left side

Dust collecting hole

Oil ,water filter to 
adjust the pressure 
and protect cylinder
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Picture Details
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Details overview

1.Modular feeding type suit for diffirent kind of material. 

2.Polishing  each screw flight to meet food grade.

3. Flexible dust collection tube avoid dust problem.

4. Quick open cover easy for cleaning.

5. Twin motor to keep high accuracy and increase 
speed.

6. Air-tight seal prevent powder leaking.

7. Net weigher type keep a high speed.

8. Flexible angle adjustable as diffirent kind of material 
fluidity.

Polished screw flight            Dust collection                   Air-tight seal   

      Quick open cover              Double motor          Flexible ange adjustable              
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Project case
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About JCN


